The forum is only useful if stuff is put in there. You have something to contribute, yes you do.....

Send it to Wendy—you have the opportunity to get useful feedback and support from Wendy on what you send, and it will ultimately help others too.

Come on....you know it makes sense :->
General Topics for Information Sharing and Discussion

Assessment
- Male oriented task assessment
- Task assessment
- Assessing in a CMHT
- Phase of the level
- Assessing social ability

Activities

Analytical Survey & Service Evaluation
- Poster: Demonstrating Improvement in Occupational Therapy Service Provision using an Analytical Survey.

Outcome Measurement
- (non-field specific)

Discussion on Details of Creative Ability Levels
- Norm awareness
- Initiative and effort
- Learning in the Self-presentation and Passive Participation levels

Note Writing & Reports
- SOAP
- CPA report writing example with VdTMoCA and MOHO
- Examples of care plans

Getting Started
- Harvey H, Fuller K (2010) Building the MOCA into everyday practice: A practical guide to setting yourself the ‘just right’ challenge
- Presentation

Forensic Special Interest Group Area
- Ideas (Broadmoor)
- Unfamiliar tasks ideas (Broadmoor)
- Scoring anxiety and emotional response (Southern Health)
- Scene assessment (Southern Health)

Group Protocols & Ideas
- Group reviews (Broadmoor)
- Activities from Roseberry Park Hospital for discussion
- Interesting group (Southern Health)

Minutes & Meeting Documents
- All minutes, slides and documents are in this folder

Templates
- Word round template (St Andrew’s Healthcare, Northampton)
- CPA (Broadmoor)
- MDT Presentation (Broadmoor)

Vocational Resources

Members can send information or a discussion question to wendysherwood@vdtmocaf-uk.com